
 

Characters: 
 

Young Lee - male 4-6 yrs old (NON SINGING ROLE) 

 

Young James - male 3-5 years old (NON SPEAKING ROLE) 

 

Adult Lee - male 25-30 (TENOR) 

 

Marie - female 21-25 bio mother of boys, drug addict, loves her boys but is lost in her habit (SOPRANO) 

 

Trevor - Male 21 - 25 bio father of boys, never wanted to be a dad and isn’t grown up enough to be one 

(NON SINGING) 

 

June Thomas- female 35-45 foster/Adopt mother somewhat short tempered and overly busy but loves the 

boys (ALTO) 

 

CJ Thomas - Male 40-50 Foster/Adopt Father light sense of humor, if possible a large build is preferable 

(BARITONE) 

 

Chorus of 3-5 women and 3-5 men to fill the remaining parts 
 

 

Setting 
 

Show begins with a life size structure of a closet without the door(door is imagined) Coats and stuff should 

be haphazardly hung and thrown into the space. The stage is bare and black everywhere else. In the closet 

two little boys ( one is between 4-6 yrs old  and the other is between 3-5) the younger one is sleeping in the 

older one’s lap. Both are dressed in tank tops and shorts that are obviously dirt and too small.They are lit 

only by the screen of the tablet that the older one is holding. The sounds of some random kids show can be 

heard softly.  

 

 

 

 

  



 

SCENE 1 

 

Adult Lee enters into a small special light SR, still the only light is the tablet and the special. 

 

LEE - Is it strange that I still remember what that closet smelt like? It was so long ago but I can still 

remember the way the light  from the tablet danced on the wall and the coats and the way the light coming 

from under the door would change as the day progressed into night. So long ago….. Why do things stay in 

our memories like that? Why can’t I just walk away from that closet and that time and never look back? I 

was 3 when it got bad, when she got bad. As a kid you don’t realize why your life is changing you just know 

that it is and there is nothing you can do to change it back. 

 

Clammer of noise off stage spilling Marie and Trevor onto stage Left. She is clearly high and he has been 

drinking. She is clearly trying to get away from him. All the time Lee watches from SR special. Boys in the 

closet stir but not much. 

MARIE - It’s not my fault! What am I supposed to do,Give up my life?! They are your kids too. 

 

TREVOR - My Kids!? I never wanted “THOSE KIDS”! You thought you could get me to hang around if you 

had more kids. Well news flash sweety, you and all your boyfriends will have to feed all “THOSE KIDS”. It’s 

not my problem!  

 

MARIE - (Marie throws her purse at him, he easily dodges) Get out of my house!!!! 

 

TEVOR - I will leave when you give me back the money you stole! 

 

MARIE - I don’t have it! 

 

TREVOR - (Moving closer, very menacing) Spent it already, Huh? What was it this time? Meth, heroine, 

sex…?(Grabbing her arm and pushing her into the corner of the closet) 

 

MARIE - GET OUT!!!! 

 

YOUNG LEE - (now standing in the closet still behind the door still holding the tablet to illuminate his face) 

(Staring to cry )Mom? 

  

CUE INTRO:HEARTBEAT 

 

TREVOR - What the Hell, Marie! You put them in the closet again!! What is wrong with you.  

 

MARIE - It was just for a few hours!What do you care, you say they aren’t your kids anyway! 

 

 

 



TREVOR - Marie, you can’t do that!! What is wrong with you!(push by Marie and go to the closet, small 

light shift, reach to open the door.)(Freeze) 

 

  Anger, Hate, Jealousy, 

  Worry and doubt consuming me. 

 

LEE- At three years old I had no idea that the feelings I felt had names. It would take years for those 

feelings to finally be things I could claim and describe.  

 

Restless and wanting for something I couldn’t find 

Hoping and waiting for love that wasn’t there 

Never knowing what it was that I was missing 

Feeling things that had no name. 

 

My little heart beat fast 

My head would spin 

My tiny body betrayed me from within. 

I needed something that I    couldn’t say 

Didn’t know how to say… Till today. 

 

Action resumes. Trevor opens the door, young Lee runs for his mom who sidesteps him and he falls to the 

ground and starts to cry. Trevor picks up the sleeping James as Marie rushes to take him away. 

 

MARIE - Don’t you touch him! (Young Lee is now holding onto her leg as she tries to free James from 

Trevors arms) 

 

YOUNG LEE - (screaming) MOMMEEEE, MOM!! (Etc. all while crying) 

 

MARIE - Shut up! (shaking Young Lee free who lands in a crying heap)( this wakes James who starts to 

wail)( Marie tears James from Trevor not making any effort to console the crying child)(Lee makes another 

attempt to get his mom’s attention) 

 

TREVOR - (backing away) I can’t believe you. (notice the  purse on the floor, go pick it up) Never mind, I 

don’t care anymore….(with one last look at the boys he leaves 

 

MARIE - TREVOR!!!(pushing young Lee aside and putting down James she goes to the closet and grabs 

an aluminum kids baseball bat and runs out after Trevor) 

 

Light shifts as young  Lee gathers up James and they cry together. Adult Lee walks into their light and 

crouches down next to them unseen. 

 

  No one to say that it’s alright 

  No one to pick me up and hold me tight 

  No one to dry my eyes 



 

  My little heart beat fast 

My head would spin 

My tiny body betrayed me from within. 

I needed something that I couldn’t say 

Didn’t know how to say… Till today. 

 

I needed love 

I needed touch 

I needed joy and laughter just as much 

I needed to be held, to be told I was good 

I needed sunlight and bathtime, food 

But no one saw me unless I was bad 

No one touch me, even when I was sad 

What i needed was to be needed 

But i just couldn’t say… till today 

 

LEE- That night ended with my mom and dad assaulting each other till the police came. Then my mom 

thought it would be a good idea to turn the bat on the cop’s car. Both of them ended up getting arrested. 

James and I made our way into “The System”. I remember running from the policeman who tried to pick me 

up. I remember he caught me easily. My mom always told us that cops were bad and if we saw one or their 

lights that we should run and hide till she came and got us. If they caught us we would go to jail. Everyone 

dies in jail, she said. So to me I had been caught by a big bad monster.(chuckle) I remember the officer 

gave me gum. I remember thinking how strange it was that monsters like gum.  Sweet mint trident….With 

one small act of kindness that officer changed my world in a small way. That gum is still my favorite to this 

day. Weird huh?. 

 

Social worker and police officer come in and collect the boys, Lee tries to escape from the police officer but 

is easily caught. Young Lee yells “NO JAYO,NO JAYO, NO JAYO! Adult Lee watches as they leave. Closet 

is removed 

 

What I needed was to be needed 

I just couldn’t say….Till today. 

Till today. 

 

Song ends and Lights shift 

 

 

SCENE 2 

 

Lee helps set up chairs. Dialogue while the change is happening. Scene change to Foster Class. 12 to 18 

chairs set up however is feasible for staging. Several parenting groups are present (please use different 

demographics and combinations to fill this out.) June and CJ should be easily seen. Each parent unit 



should have a folder with lots of handouts in it. The scene starts mid meeting. One person is at the front 

leading the discussion. 

 

LEE- Now this part… well..I wasn’t actually there. In fact this happened several months before… 

that..”thing” I just showed you. So in a way you could say this part is a figment of my imagination. I heard 

my mom and dad talk about it briefly to others and my brain must have plugged in the details. (grab a chair 

and flip it around sitting a little off to the side) 

 

CPS GROUP INSTRUCTOR - So everyone has a different reason why they choose to foster. For some it 

will be forced on them. (after some uncomfortable chuckles) Maybe forced is an ineffective word. Take the 

Winter’s here. They are now in custody of their three grandchildren and need to get their kinship license. 

Was fostering in your plan? (The sheepishly shake their heads) Others of you have had children and just 

want to be of help, not necessarily looking to adopt.Some can’t have kids and this is an option that they 

have chosen in order to start their family. Some are looking to adopt, others are not. Whatever the reason, 

it is a good reason. I would love it, That is if you're comfortable sharing. If y'all would share your reason for 

or thoughts on why you have chosen to foster. Let's just start over here. Please remind us of your names. 

 

JULIA - My name is Julia and this is my husband Kolton. We have been married for 7 years. We have tried 

several times to have our own kids, but so far….well ya know. We thought maybe we should …. 

 

KOLTON - We thought we could help other kids as we waited for the chance to have our own. Also if it 

works out we would love to adopt. 

 

RY - My name is Ry and this is my partner Jen. We have been married for 3 years. We both love kids and 

thought we could give some kids a safe place to be and start our forever family. Jen was a foster and if it 

weren’t for her amazing adoptive parents, well, i may not have ever gotten to know her. 

 

JUNE - My name is June 

 

LEE - This is my soon to be “Mom” and this…. 

 

CJ - I’m CJ 

 

LEE - Is my dad. 

 

JUNE - We are very blessed to have had four beautiful children. They are all almost grown now..  

 

CJ - Our youngest is 16 

 

JUNE - To tell you the truth this wasn’t really something we had planned on. 

 

CJ - This, meaning Fostering. We are, soon to be, empty nesters who actually were looking forward to 

it.(chuckle) 

 



JUNE- Who all of the sudden had an overwhelming feeling that they needed to foster. (freeze) 

 

LEE - (in Special)She told me it happened like this: She was driving down main street on her way to work 

when she had an overwhelming feeling that she and dad need to be foster parents. Pushing the thought 

aside she went to work. An hour or so later Dad called and said “I have had a weird overwhelming feeling 

all morning that we need to be foster parents” So…. here they are. 

 

JUNE - We started the foster care process years ago when our kids were little. When we started the 

classes and I realized that more than likely we would be sending kids back into a bad situation, I just 

couldn’t do it. 

 

CPS INSTRUCTOR - Are you of a different mind set now? 

 

JUNE - Yes and no. I know now that every good moment in our home will be one more good moment in 

that child's life. We have been blessed with so much and feel that we have something to offer these kids in 

need. I still will struggle sending a child back into a situation that I know to be harmful but I am… We are 

(grabbing CJ’s hand) ready to help in any way we can. 

 


